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1. Introduction. The integral function

= 3 ^ f ^ ^ sin i(n + l)« . (3*z)" (1.1)

is known as Airy's Integral since, when z is real, it is equal to the integral

cos Qt3+zt)dt (1.2)if"

which first arose in Airy's researches on optics. It is readily seen that w = Ai(z) satisfies the
differential equation d2w\dz2 = zw, an equation which also has solutions Ai(a>z), Ai(<o2z),
where a> is the complex cube root of unity, exp fni. The three solutions are connected by the
relation

Ai(z)+(oAi((oz)+co2Ai(co2z) = 0. (1.3)

Instead of using Ai(coz) or Ai((o2z) as second solution, the function

Bi(z) = io)2Ai(co2z)-i(oAi(mz), (1.4)

which is real when z is real, is commonly employed.
If we write z = v2, it follows from (1.2) that, when v >0,

i*-** ds, (1.5)

where / is the imaginary axis from — oof to oo/. By Cauchy's Theorem, the path can be re-
placed by any path L, such as a pair of radii, from ooexp fni to ooexp fni, and the resulting
integral represents Ai(v2), not merely for v > 0, but for all values of ph v.

When v is positive, it is convenient to make the change of variable s =• vw, which gives

where C is the path / or a path L. The integrand has saddle points w = ± 1; and the path of
steepest descents through w = — 1 is 3M2—V2 = 3 (if we write w =u+iv), and this is a path L.
The asymptotic expansion of AHy2) for large v when v > 0, or, more generally, when | ph v |
< 7̂r is obtainable by integrating along this hyperbolic path. The discussion is straight-
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forward but rather tedious.f It gives the asymptotic expansion of Ai(z) when | ph z | < \n.
By a similar argument, the asymptotic expansion can be found when | ph (—z) | < %n.

To fill in the gap between these two angles is difficult.
It is the purpose of this note to show that the asymptotic expansion of Ai(z) when

| ph z | < 7i can be obtained by a very much simpler argument, and that the asymptotic ex-
pansions of Ai{z) and Bi(z) for all values of ph z can be readily deduced by using formulae (1.3)
and (1.4).

2. Another integral representation of Ai{y2). We suppose first that v > 0 and start from
the formula (1.5). The point in the s plane corresponding to the saddle point w = — 1 is
s = — v. We show that the integral is unaltered in value if the path / is deformed into a parallel
line through s = - v. By Cauchy's Theorem, all we have to show is that the integral along the
straight line from s = - v+it to s = it tends to zero as t -*• + oo.

Writing s = o+it, we have then to show that

tends to zero. The absolute value of this integral does not exceed

6

which tends to zero as / -» ±oo.
We may therefore put s = — v + it in (1.5), where / varies from — oo to + oo. This gives

Ai(v2) = —e"*v31""
2n J .

= V*v 3

» J
or 4»(v2) = V*v 3 f e~vtl cos Qr3) dt (2.1)

» J
when v > 0.

Before we apply Watson's Lemma, we observe that, when v is complex, the integral (2.1)
converges uniformly in 0 < v0 ^ | v | ^ \ u | ph v | S ^-5 < $n by Weierstrass's M-test; and
as Ai(v2) is an integral function of v, it follows that (2.1) holds in the half-plane | ph v | < $n.

If we now write t2 = u, we have

Ai(v2) = —e *v e cos ($u*)—.= —e~^31*271 J

As the conditions of Watson's Lemma are evidently satisfied, it follows at once that

t This steepest descents proof is due to Brillouin, Ann. Sci. de l'£cole Norm. Sup. 33 (1916), 17-69.
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2n o 32"(2n)! v3 n + i >

and hence that

yMzs—Le y
2nzi o 32n(2«)! zin

when | ph z \ < n.
It will be observed that this proof is not only simpler than that of Brillouin; it also gives a

much better result.

3. Extension of the range of values of ph z.
The result just proved holds in any angle not containing the negative real axis. To extend

the range of values of ph z, we use equation (1.3), viz.

Ai(z) = —coAi(a>z) =co2Ai(co2z)

with o) = «*"', co2 = e*"'. It follows that, if —f-n <ph z < -\n,

Ai(z)~F(z)-iG(z),

where

Inz*

to 32n(2n)! z*n

But if we take co = e~*ni, co2 = e~*"', we find that

Ai(z)~F(z) + iG(z)

when $ n < ph z < -fTr.

We have thus obtained three different asymptotic expansions, namely F(z) and F(z) ± iG(z),
for the integral function Ai(z) vah'd in three overlapping angles. The expansions are consistent,
the change of form as ph z varies being well known—it is the Stokes Phenomenon.

In a similar way, we can obtain asymptotic expansions for Bi(z) by using (1.4); but as the
results are well known, we shall not discuss them further.
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